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Abstract: The significance of homeland has been a central element for the constitution of Greek na-
tional identity. The sovereign axis is the national mythology for the indivisible of Greek national history,
but also the structure of identity itself. Nowadays nevertheless the increase of economic immigration
“homeland” continues to be a powerful significance. As it appears in the sample that we present
“homeland” condenses memories and reflects pictures and symbols of the past. The aim of this research
is to locate the way with which children approach the significance of homeland. We have collected
146 drawings and we distinguish the three semiotic fields: syntactic, semantic, and realistic. The re-
searching problem is the critical reading of the visual data which has been produced by children in
the primary education. It seems that the patriotic ideal remains pluralist, since the human identity is
multiple and can be connected with different national, geographic or political integrations.
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Introduction

THEDRAWINGPRODUCTION of preschool and primary school children (Kakisi-
Panagopoulou 1994; Fineberg 1998: 38; Gombrich 1961) is not limited in the field
of artistic activity as medium of self expression and sentimental growth of child, but
recommends rich material with cognitive content. As we know that “creativity exists

in the children, but art don’t” (Molok 1998: 55), we can focus on the creativity and the forces
of intelligent observation. Multifaceted analyses of art which is based on the equivalent
growth of four basic sectors of teaching (production, criticism, history of art and aesthetics),
aiming at the interrelation of expressive operation of art with the cultivation of intellectual
dexterities (Vamvakidou, Golia and Zigouri 2003: 600-612).
The child draws things, as it sees externally. The elements of painting as point, line, tone

and colour constitute a figurative field for aesthetic, psychological and sociological analysis.
However, children’s drawing recounts a history with pictures-symbol and the illustrate attri-
bution of objects is met with the words of objects, in order to constitutes simultaneously a
message. In this dimension, children’s drawing can be developed as informative material
for the socialization of the child and the cultural stereotypes, that it has been accepted or
not. The children are developed in the contemporary culture, in the verbalism of picture and
they do not repeat simply shapes, but they impress what they see in order to communicate.
At the same time, they produce knowledge through the experience of observation and
designing (Kakisi-Panagopoulou 1994: 21-23). Children’s drawing as cultural product, as
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testimony of truth or false (Eco 1989: 26) reveals how children depend from the environment,
which they engage daily.
The interest of our research is focused in inquiring the problem; that the preschool and

first primary school child can separate the reality from painting and the electronic represent-
ation through the use of symbols, which it uses in its own drawing, but also recognizes the
others paintings. We wonder if his sentimental and intellectual system is enough developed
(Gardner 1982) in order to be moved by the symbolic form and the importance of this sym-
bolism. Children drawings’ present variety as that of adults, but the differences in the interior
of children’s team are locatedmainly in the sketching ability and in the impact of environment.
The analysis of development of children’s drawing is supported particularly in the researches
of M. Bernson (1966). According to him, children’s drawings pass from four evolutionary
stages: (a) scrawling, (b) failed realism (c) mental realism and (d) optical realism (also in
Vallier 1998: 202; Papantoniou and Radou 2000: 173-197; Viggopoulos 1982: 6-9).

Methodology
We use the semiotic (Eco, 1989: 26; Barthes 1979: 40) as method of analysis, because its
broadening elected the interest for the plastic arts as tool of analysis (Kristeva 1969), as se-
miotics of illustration (Sonesson, 1989). Children’s paintings (Thwaites, Lloyd and Mules
1994) consist a subject, as a point which produces meanings, thus we can seek: (a) the relative
operation, (b) the codes (c) the schematic operation (d) the direction and (e) the social frame
of points. The picture that is represented by the children - differently from language – gives
us the possibility for free reading. Despite the fact that is coded, it is not imposed in the re-
ceptor, but it organises polysemic messages. In this dimension, semiotic seeks the codes,
the relations of proportion with real, perceptible and cultural level of the children (Kress and
Van Leeuwen 1996).
In order to describe and analyze and read the optical communication in the children’s

drawings we are proposed, the model of Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996). For the semiotic
analysis we use the connotations and the theory of look. Therefore we distinguish: the look
of spectator, the interior- narrative look, the direct or external-narrative look of spectator
(Chandler 1998). In this research, we are interested with the look of spectator, because it is
connected with the identification. The child/transmitter of drawings and the representations
that selects, he can be identified with drawings and he can place himself in the representation.
In the theory of symbolism is supported that children’s drawings elected the confusion
between symbol and reality, so is short, as dreams (Freud 1994). The symbolized is achieved
with unconscious mechanisms and the effect of the object that represented in their outputs
is obvious, because picture not only represents the real, but transforms it, by tracing certain
sides of real.
In the sample that we present, the children combine the optical data about “homeland”

with the knowledge that they have for the national determinations, as nation and heroism.
The process which is followed is the course from the familiar to not familiar in connection
with the projection of experience. Children accept the image that has been produced for their
homeland (from memory, from knowledge) as an equivalent of the model and they compre-
hend the nature of transcription (Arnheim 1970), which they enjoy as cognitive process.
According to history, love for one’s country neither distorts nor falsifies the concept of

homeland (Gellner 1992); however, homeland is not an absurd and consistent ideal. It is an
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actuality, which varies depending on historical circumstances, and is not a geographical
concept, but the outcome of a continuously developing historical process. Patriot feelings
vary from period to period and patriotic ideals remain pluralistic, as there are multiple
identities and we can feel bonded to different national, geographical or political groups,
without, however, the other aspects of identity being eliminated by homeland. Nowadays,
homeland is still a powerful concept. It encapsulates memories, pride, elation, sympathy,
and reflects images and symbols of the past, banners and shared anthropologies. However,
contemporary times rather require “institutional patriotism”, transposing homeland to the
universal and political level of the citizens’ rights.

The Sample and the Analysis
We asked from kindergarten children and A, B class primary school students to paint their
homeland. The research was carried out in schools of Greek territory year during 2008-2009.
The sample was random non-stratified. The concept of homeland carries a great number of
signifies, as it is defined, on the one hand, as a mental construct with a symbolic content
and, on the other hand, it appears as emotionally and sensationally involved. A potential
question is relevant to the future of homeland as a community of people actuated by national
ideals, in an era when what has been considered as established, is utterly disproved. Borders
are abolished, citizens’ mobility is emphasized and discriminations are eliminated or are
ultimately diminished (McKay 1982: 392-420).

Table 1: Distribution of the Subjects by Area

%ΝTown/VillagePrefecture
41,861ThessalonikiThessaloniki
15,122GiannitsaPella
20,530Kria Vrisi
22,633Pentaplatanos
100146Total

In our research, we processed 146 drawings, which come from Thessaloniki (61, percentage
41,8%) and Pellas (85, percentage 58,2%).

Table 2: Distribution of the Subjects by Gender

%ΝGender
56,883Boy
43,263Girl
100146

Regard to the gender of the sample, we observe that boys are more in percentage 56,8% and
the girls follow with percentage 43,2%.
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Table 3: Distribution of the Subjects by the Stage

%ΝΤάξη
3754Kindergarten
30,8451st class
32,2472nd class
100146

The sample of our research is constituted from 146 students, which drawing “homeland”
and their percentages are distributed as follows: 54 infants with percentage 37%, 45 students
of A class in percentage 30,8% and 47 students of B class in percentage 32,2%.

Table 4: Distribution of the Subjects by Question “Which is Your Homeland?”

%Ν
8,212Albania
1,32Armenia
0,61Bulgaria
89,3130Greece
0,61Rumania
100146Total

In the question “ Which is your homeland?” the sample distributed as follow: 130 children
answered that Greece is their homeland (percentage 89,3%), 12 of them (8,2%) answered
that Albania is their homeland, 2 of them that Armenia is their homeland and 1 child is from
Bulgaria and 1 from Romania. The percentage of the children that they consider Albania as
their homeland is bigger of the rest of countries because of the last years’ economic immig-
ration in our country.

Table 5: Distribution of the Subjects by Colour of Choice

%ΝColor
0,711. Monochrome
2,132. Black and white
97,21423. Multi - coloured

395731. Cool colours
131932. Hot colours
45,26633. Mixture of colours

100146
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According to the table 4, we notify that the most of the children (97,2%) choose to use a lot
of colours for their drawings. From them, in the 39% they dominate chill colours, in the 13%
they dominate the hot colours, while in the 45,2% is observed mixture of chills and hot col-
ours.
Children in order to draw their homeland, make multi - coloured painting, repeating the

stereotyped form of cohesion of colour/flag/homeland/nature.

Table 6: Distribution of Sample by Thematic Category and Gender

ΝThematic
TotalFemaleMale
99 (67,8%)41 (28,1%)58 (39,7%)1. Homeland as place
38 (26%)18 (12,3%)20 (13,7%)2. Symbolic connotations of homeland
9 (6,2%)4 (2,7%)5 (3,4%)3. Metonymic mentions
146 (100%)63 (43,2%)83 (56,8%)Total
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Table 7: Distribution of Sample by Stage and Thematic Category

ΝThematic
BAInfant
35 (24%)30 (20,5%)34 (23,3%)1. Homeland as place
9 (6,2%)12 (8,2%)7 (11,6%)2. Symbolic connotations of homeland
3 (2,1%)3 (2,1%)3 (2,1%)3. Metonymic mentions
47 (32,2%)45 (30,8%)54 (37%)Total

Table 8: Distribution of Sample by Thematic Category

%ΝThematic
53,51081. Homeland as place
5,91211. Cartographic depiction
47,59612. Land planning depiction
41,1832. Symbolic representations
31,76421. Flag
3622. Cross / Sword / Canoon
6,41323. Monuments
5,4113.Metonymicmentions (evzone, Turk, Alexander

the Great)
100202

1 st Thematic Category : Homeland as a Place
In this sample, we notify that homeland represented mainly with land planning depictions
but also with symbols and patterns.
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In the above drawings, we observe the cartographic depiction of homeland. Particular im-
pression causes the drawing n. 134, that portrays the earth in which child has marked the
names of various countries (Germany, Albania, Turkey, Greece, Italy).

2 nd Thematic Category : Symbolic Representations
Looking for symbols in the children’s drawings, we observe that they are located in 83 works
(percentage 41,1%). Especially, in 64 drawings (percentage 31,7%) we detect flag, in 13
(6,4%) of them we notice monuments and only in 6 of them we recognize religion or war
symbols (3%).
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3 rd Thematic Category : Metonymic Mentions
Children attribute “homeland” via heroes and historical facts, as when represent the conflict
of Greeks and Turks (n. 98 and n. 104), while in another drawing (n. 39) appears Alexander
the Great to fight with Turks. Remarkable is the drawing n. 94 which determines the homeland
via Evzone [soldier of the Presidential Guard, with the “foustanella” (a kind of kilt) and the
“tsarouhi” (rustic shoes with pompoms], a symbol of theWar of Independence), a metonymy
representation. In the drawing n. 139, it is portrayed a theatre, where it is presented a con-
temporary school celebration of 25th of March.
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Discussion
The semiotic classification and analysis help us to locate the children’s’ representations for
the homeland. Every child represents the knowledge of the world, constructs conceptual
representations using signals and symbols. These representations are developed and converted
according to cognitive development. According Bruner (1962), the school age child represents
the world with pictorial form andmuch later with symbolic representation. In the case where
we research, the material concerns the exterior/real representations, but also the conceptual
representations with accent in symbolic (Koliadis, 2002: 324).
In the sample, the majority of children draw in the level of mental and optical realism.

34 of the infants (23,3%) and 65 (44,5%) students of public school comprehend the homeland
in realistic, pictorial field as geographic-cartographic determination and they add symbols
(flags, buildings, monuments), that they know already from familial, school and social en-
vironment of learning.
To determine whether the subjects’ views are differentiated in terms of gender and stage,

the variables examined under the thematic categories established, chi-square analysis (x2)
was employed. The specific test demonstrated that the meaning of homeland is not differen-
tiated in terms of the students’ gender.
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The aspects of homeland differentiated in terms of course (x2= 14.377, df= 4, p< 0.01). Fi-
nally, the meaning of homeland is not differentiated by gender and stage. Eleven children
(5 boys and 4 girls) are drawing person-heroes and they attribute homeland in a metonymic
way, collecting material from the field of the historical knowledge and from the past, mainly
in controversial environment.
Interest presents the drawings of the alien students: 12 children from Albania, 2 from

Armenia and 1 child from Bulgaria and Romania, because it elects the cross-cultural com-
position of school team, but also the cross-cultural school instructive process. In the case of
the drawing n. 134 (girl, 1st class of primary school, father from Sweden and mother from
Greece) it is portrayed the earth as homeland in which are marked the names of various
countries (Germany, Albania, Turkey, Greece, Italy).
The present paper can extends with the planning of instructive teaching in the field of the

empirical report of children (Solomonidou and Kakana 1998: 219-248) and the construction
of cross-cultural representations of homeland (Golia et al, 2007) in the field of her instructive
history. The adoption of attitudes -empirical, sentimental and cognitive - that support the
historical learning, the comprehension of nature of object, the growth relative with the object
of dexterities and faculties and the more general pedagogic profits constitute the frame of
her instructive history.
Nowadays, homeland is still a powerful concept. As demonstrated by the sample, it encap-

sulates memories, pride, elation, sympathy, and reflects images and symbols of the past,
banners and shared anthropologies. However, contemporary times rather require ‘institutional
patriotism’, transposing homeland to the universal and political level of the citizens’ rights.
The students’ drawings demonstrate that in the context of institutionalized education,
homeland is defined in a ‘topographical as well as family-centred, paternalistic, genealogical
format’.
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